SOQI Bed: The Chi Machine® and FIR
HotHouse™ Spa Experience
Click Here For Short Video

The SOQI Bed Set incorporates natural therapies and high quality products using a unique
“multiple energy approach”. By using three patented products in combination, you are balancing
your body’s motion, thermal and electrical energies. This is inspired by energy healing and backto-nature concepts. The multiple energy approach is your gateway to good health.
Ultimate Total Health Spa experience (1 Chi Machine and 3 HotHouses) built into a
specially designed massage table.
Comfortable and designed to provide the most relaxing experience of your life.
An effective way to achieve your daily exercise and wellness at home.
Perfect for everyone - home therapy, health clubs, fitness centers, spas, etc…
Durable, valuable and multi-functional
Simple, safe and natural way to good health
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What does “SOQI” mean?
“SOQI” is the abbreviation of “Solar” and “Qi”. “SO” represents solar energy, without the sun,
or solar energy, no life form can exist on Earth. “Qi” is the international writing for “Chi” and
represents our internal chi energy.
Combining solar with chi energy, SOQI creates a natural environment for your body to
regenerate and relax. The SOQI spa is a natural way to relax. Bathing your body in SOQI’s
unique energy formula, you will come to use and rely upon your SOQI bed everyday to boost
your new SOQI glow.
The SOQI Chi Spa is the perfect combination of Eastern traditional medicine and Western health
technology. SOQI Chi Spa consists of traditional Chi Kong, Chiropractic, Massage Therapy,
Physical Therapy and Spa, all of which are completely natural. Along with our engineeringleveled technology and health-caring equipment, we are able to offer multi-energy “Total Health
Management”. SOQI Chi Spa believes that we can “manage” health we well as manage business,
as long as we manage it with our heart, it can be eternal.
The soothing feeling of “chi” generated by SOQI, is created using ancient Chinese treatments
with modern technology. Our leading technology and product lines have set the standards for the
Health and Wellness industry and fascinating results are delivered for every user’s health.
SOQI energy can circulate in our physical body, neutralize Yin and Yang, helps blood
circulation, and leads to a peaceful mind for its users. Energizing Power is also beneficial to
one’s physical appearance - our users typically find themselves more energized and engaged to
work at the job, play with their children and interact with their spouse. The have a feeling and air
of confidence, are filled with hope and satisfaction. They truly enjoy a “beautiful life”.

SOQI Bed a Multi-Energy Spa Experience
Chi Machine - Motion Energy
Represented by the award winning Chi Machine, which is
associated with international patent designs. It allows your body to
be harmonized in the figure “8″ motion. You will experience
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instantaneous relaxation due to the return of your spinal curve. The Chi Machine also improves
the flow of circulation and oxygen absorption stimulating your energy levels throughout the day.
Additional benefits of the Chi Machine:
It oxygenates every cell in your body.
The most effective lymph drainage method in the world.
It enables detoxification at the cellular level.
It stimulates optimal blood flow circulation.
It aligns, balances and strengthens your spine.
It enables you to sleep soundly.
It clears depression, stress and lack of focus.
FIR HotHouse - Thermal Energy
Represented by the HotHouse, a patent technology that allows Far
Infrared Rays to penetrate deep into your body enhancing your
local circulation and releasing toxins from the cells. It also
generates cellular activity, and decreases muscle spasms and
soreness. Relax yourself under the soothing heat while detoxifying
your entire body.
Additional benefits derived from the FIR HotHouse:
Provides drug-free pain relief
Assists in weight loss
Enables detoxification
Increases blood circulation
Boosts the immune system
Normalizes blood pressure
Assists in Fibromyalgia pain relief
Removes cellulite and cleanses skin
Reduction in stress and fatigue
Speeds healing to cuts and bruises
Reduces swelling and inflammation
Improves joint mobility
Electro Reflex Energizer - Electric Energy
Represented by the Electro Reflex Energizer (ERE), is an
alternative health approach to foot reflexology. Unwind with the
ERE and allow the low frequency electric stimulation to gently
massage your feet.
Additional benefits of Electro Reflect Energizer:
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Enhance your feet circulation,
Relieve stress, tension and most importantly
Help your body achieve homeostasis.
Kill worms and unblock nerve impulses

Uses of SOQI Bed Set
1. Home Spa: Create your own personal health spa that will keep
you in shape, make you feel and look good in the comfort of
your own home. Recharge your batteries at the end of the day
with SOQI.
2. Beauty Companion: Complement your beauty treatments
with SOQI. Perfect pamper and relaxation packages. Excellent
solution for detoxification. Feel and see yourself glow!
3. Holistic Treatment: Complete natural therapy package that is
perfect for every family or natural health practitioner. Multiple
energy approach uses three healing energies. Effective holistic
health for every day use.
A True Experience with Exotic Luxury:
SOQI Chi Bed is beneficial to one’s body, mind and soul. It provides
a feeling of deep relaxation, which can lead to better nighttime sleep,
better joint mobility, and better energy for its users. As our body
adapts to the SOQI Chi Spa environment, it becomes healthy while
your mind and soul become more positive. The SOQI experience is
magical and can be best described as providing a joyful and healthy
feeling.
SOQI Chi Bed is a smart health enhancing management system
for modern-day lazy people:
Energy, oxygen, light therapy and electrical stimulation are the
essential elements needed to achieve great health. SOQI Bed Set
combines physical resonance (Chi Machine) with Far Infrared Heat
(HotHouse) and low frequency waves (reflexology-ERE) to provide
aerobic stimulation, while “sunbathing” safely and comfortably. There
is nothing but enjoyment, health and wellness when using the SOQI
Bed Set.
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SOQI Bed includes:
1-SOQI Bed + 3 FIR Hot Houses + 1 Chi Machine

$4299 Tax and Shipping.
OR

SOQI Bed Set can also includes:
1 SOQI Bed,
+ 3 FIR Hot Houses,
+ 1 Chi Machine,
+ 1 ERE (Electro Reflex Energizer)
for

$4698 Tax and Shipping.
Prices can change without notice.
Ask about any current discounts that may reduce the above price.

To Order or Request More Information
Contact Dr. Donna F. Smith at…..
ADVANCED CLINICAL NUTRITION
(940) 761-4045
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. CST
Email: Services@AdvancedClinicalNutrition.com
Disclaimer: Information is provided for nutritional and health education purposes and not for the
diagnosis or treatment of any medical condition, disorder or disease.
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